CHAPTER VIII

CONCLUSION

This final chapter will attempt the difficult task of pulling together all the material and approaches and points of vievl that have been
used in this study. The chapter will be di'Jided into three main sections
that will broadly cover what has preceeded. The first of these sections .
will deal with the question of scale, a

qu~stion

that pervades this entire

thesis, predicated as it was on Lynch's concern with the

macro-environ-

ment - the city, the region - and ending up involved with the micro- envi-·
ronments - the block, the home. The second section will try to reconstruct
the organic city, from the pieces in which . we have left it, taking into
account the

~uestion

of scale. The third section will try to pull together

the methodolc•gical concerns of the work to see where we go from here.
A Question of scale
Lynch said that legibility "is of special importance when considering environments at the urban scale of siz.e, time, and complexity." (Lynch,
1960, 3) He \Vent on to explain that "structuring and identifying the environment is a vital ability among all mobile animals," that it "is fundamental to the very survival of free-moving life."(ibid.) His concern with
enviornments at the urban, or later, regional scale results from a certdin
naivete which would seem to whisper in hin ear, and into the ears of most
who have followed his lead, that big things are less easy to cognize than
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little things. It seemed to him that one could get to know the physical
layout of a small town more easily than a big one. 'l'hus legibi lity was
really nu

~oncern

of dwellers in small towns, for, however chaotic or

complex the town, time would allow a

pe ~ son

to know it, to know it thor-

oughly and completely. Looking out at Boston, he realized that this wa s n't
true for large cities . No man, lived he a ·thousand years, could come to
know something so chaotic, so complex, and so large. This worried him and
this worry created urban image analysis.
Ultimately , it was a ridiculous thing to get worried about, for he
overlooked a central and obvious truth: no man lives in a city. This
axiom is basic to my thesis, or may in fact be said to be my thesis. Also,
it is at once a .novel and very ancient truth. Perhaps the truth it embodies
is very sad. If anything has impelled me in my investigations, it is the
sadness of

t~is

truth.

No m.:1n lives in a city . Think about it for a minute and its obvi ou·s
truth will overwhelm you. You don't live in a city. Do you know anyone "'ho
does?

* * * * *
A man lives in a very small space. Throughout his life he may l ::.ve
in many very small spaces, but their aggregate is still not very large. The
truth of thi:;, and· also of the fact that no man lives in a city, can be
heard everyday in any Mexican hotel." Donde vive, Senor?" "Oh, I live in
the USA." Ho·,. preposterous, how presumtu011s a claim! Narrow it down a
little. Ohio? Cleveland? Generally speaking the City of Cleveland covers
some 400 square miles of earth. That ' s a lot of space to live i.n. No one
l ives in that much space. The truth of this can be heard in any

Clevela~d

·hotel. "Where do you live, by the way?" "Oh, I live here on the East Si:ie."
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Cleveland Heights, perhaps, would be a more reasonable remark. In Cleveland Heights they ask ' the same question: "Where do you' live?" because it's
oblr.ious that no one lives in Cleveland Heights. "Oh, I live near CedarFairmount." " Yeh, but where do you live?" "Oh, where do I live?
Oh, on Meadowb rook near Cedar in a yellow house on the corner of Latooerton and

~Ieadowb rook,

And in {act,

~iving

the southeast corner, in fact. That· s where I live."
there may involve trips to Cedar-Fairmount, and

~ e dar

Lee, and downtown to work and to Severance Center to catch a show or so.
And in fact this may mean moving your body, twenty, thirty, even forty
miles a day. But that doesn't mean you live in Cleveland, but in just a
tiny part of .i.t. No man lives in a city.
Say, like my father, you lived in Cleveland Heights there on th e
corner of Meadowbrook and Lamberton and went seven miles to work
My father
~t

too~<

the bus, the one that

stopp1~d

everyd~y.

on Cedar one block from home,

least four hundred times a year. Sometimes friends picked him up. WeJl,

not friends , but .•• Four hundred tr.i.ps through seven linear miles of the
big city of Cleveland every year. The word is "through." He could have
__ closed his eyes as far as living is concerned. He often, in fact, read.
Being an alert, conscious sort of person, he also looked out the window:.
and he knew that bus route pretty well, well enough to know when a new
~to~e

opened

or

an old one closed, He'9 been riding that route

fo~ ~bout:

sixteen years. Maybe,in fact, he lived on that street, and not simply
in the bus, as is often the 9ase. Okay, take the street. Put it in his
living space. Once ·at work, he went out. He sold advertising art so he
walked a lot in downtown Cleveland . He'd been in most buildings and most
stores and all the restaurants and drugstores and movie theaters . You'd
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walk down Euclid Avenue and it seemed like he knew half the people walking by.

If one can be said to live outside one ' s home or office, he

lived in downtown Cleveland.

Give him four square miles of living

space for downtown Cleveland.

And seven straight miles of narrow

street.

On Saturdays, maybe we ' d talk about what we were

walking

thro~gh.

space.

That's it.

We lived there.

Give him a square mile of living

A square mile for weekends, four square miles for

work, and seven straight miles of street.

Maybe six square miles

altogether, end none of them truly intimately known.

Save his immediate

office and hc•me and a few intensely frequented nodes in between.

And

distant vistas for background and context, call it •

ten square

miles.

Two point

That's where a man l ives.

five per cen1. of Cleveland.

In ten square miles.

No man lives in a city.

I had a job recently that regularly took my from Palmer to
Westboro, MaBsachusetts.

"We cover a l ot of ground ," the men said.

Pfuil

They covered a length of track, thirty-two feet wide at the outside,
and parallel roads.
a straight line.
Worcester.

We laid railroad track and were always moving.

In

I·know a lot of coffee and doughnut shops around

But I never liv ed there .

Oh so true!

No man lives in a city.

We had to move through the city.

For four weeks

-We went west out of Worcester and never once within the city limits
d id we deviate from the same set of roads and streets.
had to get our truck fixed, the
and Maywood Streets.

drive~

So then we

didn't know how to get to Park

Taxi drivers, maybe taxi drivers live in cities.

But not many men live in a city.
It.' s all a question of scale.

A man lives very much in this
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home, less at his place of work, still less in between , still

less

in his neighborhood, still less in his town, still less in his county,
his state, his country, his planet, his universe.

strangely , he knows

pretty much the same about each level, in absolute terms, that is .
If a man is asked to draw a map of his city and he puts twenty things
on it, chances are he'll but twenty things on a map of his state, his
country and '=.his planet.
of business and his home.

And on a map of his neighborhood, his place
I don't know about the universe .

Most

people know about the earth, the sun and the moon and the fact of
stars, but little else.
There is an obvious way of checking this broadsweeping
generalization out in one specific cas.e .

Thirty-nine students

answering Questionnaire II drew both maps of the barrio and images of
the house facades (other drew barrios but not facades and vice versa,
but only thirty-nine

dre~

both)

If it is true that the students know

the same amount in bulk terms about both levels, then it is likely
that they would draw similar numbers of elements on both their house
facades and on their barrio maps.

They did so.

A t-test was performec

for the thirty-nine pairs of figures, one being the number of elements
on the barrio image, the other being the number of elements on the
drawings of the house facades.

The level of significance for .05

confidence level for thirty-nine pairs is 2.021. our t was .1454.
The number of elements drawn in both cases was practically identical.
This is strong support for our contention that people have similar
numbers of image elements for any level of environmental ordering.
Naively, a big-rich place ' should be impressive, filled with
landmarks,· beavy on the image.

A little hole in the wall should be
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easy on the senses , light on the image.

The big issue here is big

cities versus little cities, cities versus neighborhoods, neighborhoods
The big issue is a

versus houses.
like Boston.

~~estion

of scale.

Take a

It 's chuck full of marvy wonders like parks and museums,

Public Gardens and Beacon Hills, Prudenti«l Centers and Civic Centers,
and thisa centers and thata centers, to r,_vet the little eyeballs
and imprint themselves on helpless brains.

Sheer enormity should

naievely show up in an image filled with :r.ichness and depth, and !!!!,
yet, I get an image for one barrio, for one house facade, in what many
consider to be a little hole in the wall in southern Mexico, that 's as
rich, as detailed, as Lynch ' s image for the great city of Los Angeles,
California.

And I get consistently the s.ime degree of detail for house

facades as I do for more all embracing barrios.

That ' s a big deal!

And what this means is that for every larger scale on which man has
organized scme structure , his individual :rnvolvement stays the same.
ThiE is tantamount to saying that if a man expends one iota of
energy in living

in~his

home, he spends roughly one iota of energy

in coping with his neighborhood, and one iota in coping with the city,
the state , the world .

Th i s i s because a man is a man and he lives a

life which in one way or another cuts across all these hierarchic
levels, but which ' in a very sad way does not affect his life.

In other

words, he knows as much about the world as he does about his home, but
no more; anc1 likewise he knows as much al:.out his home as he knows
about the world.

Both cases are tragic, on one hand because his imtimccy

with his home ought to produce knowledge, on the other hand because there
being so much more to know about the world than his home , he ought to
know more about it.

Show me a man who lives completely on any or all
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l evels and I ' ll show you a bache lor stranded on a four foot square atoll
surrounded by water.
Amazingly, I might go so far as to say that no man lives in his
house, not if someone else i!> living there with him .
we've

I'n nosey and

been living in our apartment here five months and today I

discovered for the first time where the other half of the pots and pans
are.

Maybe I could accurately map our living room, if she hasn't

moved everyth ing around by t he time I get home .

A man lives in hi s

skin and he knows all that he needs to know to survive on whatever
level he's operating.

At home he needs to know where his pipe and

slippers are ; on the street he needs to know wh ere the bus stop is;
at this destination he needs to know his short way; and then home agair.
ZAP! He's been in and out of at least nine hierarchic levels of exister·:a:e;
house, street, residential neighborhood, bus, city, downtown , office
building, office, even room.
of the se levels.
Fra~kly ,

But does he live fully on each or any

Not likely .
though it doesn ' t seem

real~

no man could even physically live in a city.

occured to many people,
How many men could

utilize the full range of offerings , from Free Will Baptist churches
to the local den of vices including girls and booze?
got

And eve n if h e

together on God or sin, could he get together on baseball,

footba:~l

and golf all together along with the symphony and Blood Sweat and Tear:;
and st·ill make a living and raise a fami ly.

Not likely.

Just as no m.:w

without t wo TV ' s can watch two football games silmultaneously , so no
man without two bodies , or two hundred, can live in a city.
~ynch

large place.

may be right about it being more difficult to cognize a
That ' s not the point.

The point is that no man has to
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cognize a large place, because he doesn't deal with a large place.
I was seven years old my father did a daring thing.
Public

Squar~

He took me to

put me on a bus and sent me across the entire city of

Cleveland to take art lessons.
me to.

WheD

I got off the bus when the driver told

There was the Art Museum.

Simple.

Going back, however, I

only knew that my father was waiting for me at Public Square.

But no

bus said "Public Square." They all said "6" or "6-A" or "Downtown."
Many buses went be before I decided to ask a driver if he we nt to
Public Square.
very worried.

They all did, every blasted one of them.
I was half an hour late.

adventure increase my space?
next to nothing.
bus.

My father was

Now, by how much did that

By all of that long trip?

I didn't move around the city.

Pfui! By

I moved from bus to

My cues were not landmarks, paths, nodes, districts, edges.

They were signs on the front of buses.

Period.

But when I walked to

school and almost get lost, I was saved by my knowledge of landmarks.
And when I ' ve gone exploring into clevelanj on my bicycle and gotten
lo~t,

I've found myself through my knowledge of landmarks, paths,

nodes and such.

Don't get me wrong. ·I ' m not knocking Lynch, just

correcting his vision slightly on the basis of some micro-environmental
information unearthed in this study.
Let me state all the foregoing succinctly.

Men, as free moving

animals, . are dependent on systems of identifying and structuring the
environment which provides cues for
as complex social animals, carry
of increasirgly

orientation and movement.

Men,

on their lives across a number

large hierachical orderings of space, from the space

of a room or less, to the space of the universe or more.

But regardles;

of the size and complexity of a given level, the number of orienting and

,,
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navigational cues is relatively constant for a given individual.

Thus

if a person can recall twenty elements from one level., he can recall
twenty elements for each level across which he exists, give or take
a fewi but if a person can recall a thousand elements for one level, tben
he will recall a thousand elements for each level across which he
existr.

Evidence from this study which reveals that a house facade, ard

a barrio are equivalently

im~ged

is cited in support of thjs contention.

The sense of all the foregoing is neatly encapsulated in the apparently
paradoxical maxim:

"No man lives in a city."

Even if this conclusion were its own excuse for being, it would
be sufficient.

But that is not all there is to it.

go far in explaining many apparent puzzles.

It could possibly

It already explains why

the differneces in the images Lynch got for Boston, Los Angeles, and
Jersey City are differences of kind rather than amount.

It also expla:.ns

why the differences in the images Stea got for Guanajuto, Puebla,
and Mexico City are differences of kind rather than amount.

And why

my images of city, barrio and home are differences of kind rather
than amount.

But it quite possibly also explains why images are in

many-not all- cases distorted.

In in fact no man lives in a city,

then there is no reason why he should know all of a city.

And if he is

then asked to map an entity of which he has no real knowledge, should
we, can we, be surprised, aghast, or worried about the environment itself.
It is quite possible to draw an inaccurate picture of something but
dimly comprehended no matter how coherent or legible that thing is.

This

is not to be construed as a defense of the choas of Boston streets- they
are chaotic- but simply as an attempt to point out that the fact that
people image these streets inaccurately

~ay

not necessarily result from
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ignorance.

If it is ignorance that determines the degree of distortion

in a mental image, then the cure is not in the province of planners but
educators.
not

1f the cause is not chaos but ignorance, the solution is
but reeducationg, and

redes~gr:ing,

th~s

means more and better maps,

more and better field experience, more and better forms of exploration ,
of learning, of feeling out, of discovering what it is that is unknown
about an environment.

Quite possibly this could lead to a change in

man's behavior such that he would live in a city.
attack on planning, but a question:

This is not an

if my conclusion is valid, isn't

it time we stopped the dozer and picked up the compass?
The City of San Cristobal
All that we wish to accomplish in this section is a final
summation and integration of all that we have said about this city, i.e.
an

integration of urbs and civitas involving the process of replication

as the integrating mechanism.
across at

le~st

the city.

Clearly life in San Cristobal cuts

three levels of existence;

the home , the barrio and

This has been demonstrated in preceeding chapters.

continuing, some examination of Figu~e

a.i

is requisite.

Before

This is an

idealized general picture of what these three levels look like, not as
they are really found in the world, but as they might be found if
historical and topographical constraints were eliminated.
In a way

th~s

is what that megalomaniac of a world planner,

Philip II of Spain, and most of the rest of the world, actually wanted
to see.

There is something exceedingly ordered and centric about
I

all of this.
surprising.

In light of Philip's character, this cannot be too
Leopold von Ranke, in.his The Ottoman and Spanish Empire

in the Sixteenth and seventeenth
---- ----------

Centuries describes him in detail
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noting:

"But we shall see how the machinery of his government was so

arranged that all the affairs of his widespread empire tended to his
table as to a common center" (von Ranke, 1843, 42).

Roger B. Herriman in

Volume IV of his The Rise of the Spanish Empire in the Old World and New
characterized Philip 's reign as "centralization carried to the breaking
point, pushed so far that it paralyzed efficiency.

While Philip was

deciding how the sailors on the Armada could best be kept from swearing . .• "
(Merriman, 1918-1934, 26).

He describes the famous Relaciones Topograficos,

elaborate answers to royal requests for information in regard to all
cities of the realm (Ibjd , 24).

As Philip wished to be the center of the

world, so he wishes all things to have clear centers and obvious chains
of command down through which instructions and orders could be passed
efficiently.

And this applied to the new cities that were being l aid

out in his new territories, for which he laid down rules, principally
in the Laws of the Indies on which he had 9reat influence.

The Laws

became very specific under· Philip, and for example, "Specified that the
plaza was to be located at the harbor if the settlement was a seaport,
near the center of the town if the settlement was inland.

It's size was

to depend on that of the town, although dimensions of about 400 by 600
feet were suggested as ideal" (Nelson, 1963, 76).
Phil~p's

Many people pooh-poot

influence in New World town-planning, among them Stanislawski,

who cites Greco-Roman colonial antecendents (Stanislawski, 1947, passim);
Foster, with his dubious theory of

th~

influence of the French Bastides

(Foster, 1960, 42 et passim); and even Rasmussen who finds similarities
among all colonial cities everywhere (Rasmussen, 1949, all Chapter II).
In any event, based on whatever models or sorts of inspirations, Mexican
cities, and San Cristobal among the earliest (founded 1528, one year af1:er
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the birth of Philip), were planned with intensive forethought and care,
and Figure 8.1 reflects the ideal of their model.
It must be evident, however, that the most apparent characteristics of the scheme are the grid pattern of the streets and the central
unoccupied space that appears on each level, from the patio through the
plazas to the Zocalo.

Nor can it be denied that these two elements

relate similarly to one another on all three levels.

The basic des i gn of

the spatial layout, then, seems to be replicated on each of the three
levels.

Thi~

By

is our starting point.

o1.:•r use of the term "replicate" we wish to point out that

certain formal structures or relationships are maintained across levels
of varying scale.

It is this variation in scale that demands the word

replicate as opposed to say, repeat.

The physical structure of the

streets and plaza are repeated from barrio to barrio, but are replic3ted_
from barrio to city to home.

Now we are stmply going to glance

at each aspect which we have examined on any one of the three levels anc see
how it stands on the other levels.

We shall start with the urbs sorts c·f

approaches and conciude with the civitas sorts of approaches.
General physical layout.

This has been stressed and stressed

until you're tired of hearing abou t it.

Here we will simply assert thai:

the spatial =orm of the home is replicated by the barrio and the city,
and that this form consists of a central open space surrounded by rooms,
blocks or barrios, depending on the hierarcheal level.
Central open space.
existing on a given level.
of the

hou~e,

This is space that is common to all those
The house patio is common to the inhabitants

the barrio plaza to the inhabitants of the barrios, and the

Zocalo to the inhabitants of the city.

Ir. all three cases this open
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Barrio

City

House

Figure 8.1

Idealized city plan showing the individual
home, the barrio, and the city.
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central place is a square delimited by surrounding rooms, homes or blocks.
From this open central space lead paths out of the space for which the
patio-plaza-Zocalo is central.
Boundaries.

All three levels of space are bounded in one way

or another, and these boundaries are known and recognized.

The house

boundaries arE: obvious walls, the barrio boundaries are unobvious but
knolfm, and thE! tovm boundaries are essentially the physic.:ll barriers of
river, Pan AmE:rican Highv1ay and farm fields.
Identj.ties.

Clearly the home has an identity.

confusion about this.

There can be no

'.rhe barrios likewise have identities that are

clear and strC>ng, as does the city.

These identities involve a complex

of social and physical information as was seen in Chapter III above.
These identit:.es are dependent on the other sorts of information here
being

summarh~ed.

Point imagery.

Here unfortunately we find ourselves in a bit of

a bind due to the fact that we failed to ask the right questions about
the house.

Our surrogate for the house pla:-1 in this discussion will have·

to be the barely adequate house facade.

That caveat accepted, it will

be noted that point imagery could be generated ·for all three levels.

Fol"

the city and the barrio this material was dealt with on an individual
opportunity surface basis.

Each of these surfaces is dealt

with below.

Pride surface. Image maps have been displayed showing the items
in which our sample felt pride for the· city and the barrios.

The · items on

these maps were exclusively of a public monumental nature, churches,
parks, plazas, monuments, fountains and the like.

While pride was

displayed on both levels, city pride was saved for items of city significance, either city functional things - convent churches , city parks - or
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barrio things important by virtue of beauty and visibility - the Guadalupe
complex of plaza , church and hill.
Recreational sur face.
barrios .

These were drawn for the city and the

There are recreational opportunities on each level, but as was

the case for the pride image, recreational i tems on the city map were of
city significance - the movie theaters , the Auditorium, Weber ' s el

CUbi~o

s wimming place - while the items on the barrio images were of more local
significance - barrio plazas, local basketball courts, adjacent country-·
side, and so on.
Quotidian

surfa ~e.

engaged with daily.

This was an image showing places and th i ngs

This image was elicited graphically.

Because our

sample dealt in their daily activities with items of city significance
to a large extent - the high school, the Zocalo, the bookstore - the
quotidian imc.ge of the city was the most detailed of the city opportuni·::y
surfaces.

The quotidian surfaces for the barrios generated a number of

local s hops, as well as paths.

The differences noted for the two fore-

going opportunity surfaces, that city imagery was of more general
significance, holds forthis surface as well.
Composite images.
tunity surfaces.

These were composites of the individual oppor-

Besides simply gathering together the various items on

the individual surfaces these composites emphasized the relative significance of the various items mapped.

The things that were of greatest

significance were without exception:

the central plaza, its adjacent

.....

church, and a street or two closely assoc.tated with the plaza or Zocalo.
Other items depended on the level of analysis as in the individual surfaces .
What is striking about the images is that they reinforce our contention
that the plaza centered character of space in San Cristobal is fact, net
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hypothesis.
that the

That this arrangement can be seen on air photos is one thing;

stud~nts

draw maps and produce images that assert their conscious

awareness of this arrangement is another thing.

The other striking

thing, also to be noticed in the actual city as well as the images, is the
close association between the church and the plaza-Zocalo.

The parish

church is located on the plaza, the city Cathedral on the Zocalo .

This

ties the religious aspect of life in San Cristobal into the general
spatial organization of the city.
(It is here hypothesized that similar images would have appeared
for the house- had we asked the right questions.

Obviously some parts

of the house have pride characteristics - 1:he beauty of the patio, the
living room, and so on - while others have a recreational aspect - the
patio does, t.he living room definitely does not - and still others a
purely quotidian aspect - eating, cooking, sleeping, elimination, and the
l ike.

This js a hypothesis that remains to be tested.)
Hiddem images.

For both the city a.nd the barrio certain types cf

images not susceptible to Lynchian mapping techniques were isolated.
There were four types of these:
-ancl social.

generic, ephemeral, sub-elemental

The social imagery will be dealt :with below.

of hidden image was observed for both levels.

Only one class

This is likely the result

of a ·variation in data analysis that occurred between Questionnaire I
and II.

The common class was the generic type.

The generic items isolated

for the city were once again of city significance:
museums and such like.
sign~ficance:

churches, schools,

Those isloated for the barrios were of

~ore loc~l

shops of a given type, for instance, that reflect the

orientation of a given barrio.

cr~ft

The other types isolated for the barrios

are probably still latent in the results for Questionnaire I.

They include
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ephemeral phenomena such as the passers-by in the barrio - tourists 1
Indians, people in general - flowers, and so on.

Certainly these

ephemeral phenomena are part of the city image as well.

They further

included sub-elemental phenomena, partial attributes of an isolated
landmark, path or node, such as the towers of the Guadalupe Church, or
the view from Cerro Guadalupe.
(Likewise we lack data from the house level in this case as well
inasmuch as

these hidden images resulted from the questions that elicited

the point imagery.
level.

Obviously, these are also characteristic of the home

Generic items would be doors, windows, wallsi ephemeral phenomena

would include the blossoming of the patio garden, the coming and going
of the family members, the coming and going of vendors, and so on.
Sub-elemental items could include the views from certain rooms, or certain
decorative aspects of grill work, interior decoration 1 even furniture.
This is all hypothesized and remains to be tested.)
Chromatic imagery.

We know that ba.rrios have specific color

schemes 1 that for example, Guadalupe is pr€·dominantly blue, Cerrillo
predominantly red and so on.

This is perce,ptual.

Walks through barrios

with large scale air photos confirmed that such is in fact the case.

If

barrios have certain color schemes these must originate at the house
level.

Obvio~sly

if the predominant color of Guadalupe is blue, most of

the house facades must be likewise blue.

Just as obviously, if it is the

barrios that are color specific, the city r.mst be color general.
city was seen to be perceptually "colorful."

The

Thus the students do see

the city as the "sum" of the barrios.
(It would be interesting to discover whether barrio color schemes
were replicated inside the house.

Thus,

a~e

homes in Barrio Guadalupe
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predominantly blue inside as well as out?

This would be easy to test,

and will be, but I make no hypothesis one way or the other as to its
likelihood. )
Aural imagery.

As was the case with the chromatic imagery , barrios

are aural specific, the city aural general.

Barrios tended to reflect in

their aural images, the barrio craft orientation .
Santa Lucia heard carpenters, those in Cerrillo
be even more the case on the house level.
more

genera~

Thus residents in

ironmongcr~.

This would

The sounds of the city were

including noise, music, bells , birds and the like.

Aural imagery was seen to have spatial distinctiveness, but it 11as
also found to have a temporal manifestation.

Thus it can be said that

sounds provide a sort of time-space orienting device all by themselves.
Students generally tended to agree that they could identify their
environment •· eyes closed - by sound alone.
space togethE!r.

This applies to time and

This also may apply in an intensified form to the home.

Olfactory imagery.

As was the case with the aural imagery ,

barrios are olfactorily specific, the city olfactorily general.

Barrio.:;

tended to reflect in their olfactory images , the craft orientation of
the barrio.

Thus residents of Mexicanos smelled cloth dying, while

residents of Merced smelled the market.
on the house level.

This would be even more the case

The smells of the cit:y were general, including fooj,

damp earth, gasoline, and people.
Olfa:=tory imagery wa:s seen to havE: spatial distinctiveness, but
it was also found to have temporal manife::;tations.
sounds, also provide a time-space orienting device.

Thus smells , like
Students generally

agreed that they could identify their environments with smells alone eyes and ears closed .

This applies to time and space together.

This too ,
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may apply in an intensified form to the home.
It should be noted that the time cycles for which these aural and
olfactory images functioned included daily, weekly and annual cycles.
While these cycles should be firmedup with further research, they are
found inherent in the aural and olfactory data, and they are found to be
replicated level to level, house data at this point being assumed.
Social imagery .

In general terms this was the weakest of our

investigational approaches.

Nevertheless, we have fair harvest.

Unfortunately this information was not adequately displayed.

A number

of independent researchers are currently engaged with the problems of
graphic display mechanisms for such social data.

Our focus in this

section has been on the location of friend!>, the functions of the plazaZocalo, and the integrating function of the fiestas.

All we know about

the location of friends is that approximately half of our sample felt that
their friends lived within the barrio.

Inasmuch as we failed to have

the students locate their friends' residences on a map, we have no idea
where either group of friends actually live.

I take the 50% figure to

indicative of at least a tentatively social aspect to the barrio.

b~

When

this information is coupled with the pseudopolitical nature of barrio
organization,

t~e

congruence of the parish with the barrio, and the nature

and purpose of the. barrio fiesta, I feel that a case can be made for the
existence of the barrio as a social entity.

Given the fact that all the

friends lived within the city 7 the political nature of the city and the
nature and purpose of the city fiestas, I also think a case can be made
for the social character of the city as well.

The family is a social

unit by definition and cultural sanction, if nothing else.

Thus on at

lease the broadest sort of approach, social attributes are seen to be
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found on all three levels.
The social functions of the central spaces on the three levels
has been examined solely from the viewpoint of recreation, in keeping
with the adolescent character of our sample.

It has been seen that

the patio is of the familial sort - tag, hide and seek and so on.

I

have watched the family of the owner of the Hotel Espanol play in their
patio in this manner for two generations of kids.

~iven

my age, this

may be difficult to believe, but the current owner's children arc but
little younger than the youngest of the owner's siblings.)

Further our

questionnaire results indicate that the home is the favored of all place;
for play.

Play in the barrio plaza involves a larger population of

children who engage in truncated forms of true games.

Here they play

pickup baseball, basketball (without a court as often as not), soccer,
and giant gam·3s of tag, mad running and the like.

In some barrio plazas,

some students indicate that they study and chat with friends as well as
play, but play predominated for the barrio plaza.

Study and chatting

with friends 3nd that beautiful Latin form of flirtation, the paseo, were
characteristic traits of Zocalo behavior.

This statified sort of behavior

probably correlates closely with age, the patio for the youngest, the
barrio plaza for young adolescents, and the zocalo for older adolescents,
and adults.

That this is to some extent the case is obvious from the

fact that shoeshine boys exclusively inhabit the Zocalo in preference to
any barrio plaza.

Of course all ages use ·':he Zocalo on Sunday for the

obligatory stroll.
Religion.

Religion is an attribute on all three levels.

The

home possesse-s its familial shrine, the barrio its barrio church , and the
city its Cat:hedral and convent churches an;J city dedicated churches.

Fami-
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lial shrines are generally located in the livingroom, parish churches on
the barrio plaza, and the Cathedral on the zocalo.

FUrther identification

of the religious apsect of life can be observed in the fact that the
parish is congruent with the barrio.

The church by its physical presence

and its religious significance further ties urbs and civitas together, in
that it is a prominant part of the cityscape and an equally prominant
part of the human activity.
Politics.

Church is at once landmark and symbol.

Here once again the house level provides at once an

obvious and elusive element in the political system.

Obviously the family

is the basic political unit, but it is hardly sufficient to simply
that people talk politics in the home.

asse~t

There is more to it than this.

This aspect of the political system demands future attention.

Neverthe-

-·---

less the pseudopolitical system of the barrio is made or broken at the
home doorway
support.

·;~hen

the barrio junta representative comes seeking financic:.l

The pseudopolitical nature of the barrio can also be best

this interface, for it is here that the junta must often
to collect funds, since they cannot rely on law.

see~

rely on threat.s

One of the principal

functions of the junta is to organize the barrio fiesta.
The Fiestas.

The fiestas are perhaps -the most significant ··

integrating force for the three levels which is articulated.
held on all three levels for all three levels.

Fiestas are

The home level fiestas

celebrate as a rule items significant to the socio-religious existence
of the family:

marriages , baptisms, commencements, birthdays and deaths.

(These last are not called fiestas , but fulfill a similar function of
observing a critical socio- religious event.)

The barrio level fiestas

celebrate essentially the birth and continued existence of the barrio.
They are essentially attended by anyone who cares to attend, but predom·-

at
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inantly by the barrio residents .

The city fiestas celebrate the birth and

continued existence of the city.

This city level fiesta demands partici-

pation of the city residents as individuals, as barrio'rcsidents, and as
city citizens.
At the same time that these fiestas involve the three levels of
existence, they also involve various aspects of existence.

They are

related to the physical structures of the city - house fiestas in house
patios, barrio fiestas in barrio plazas and city fiestas in city places.
They involve the political structures of the city, the pseudopolitical
barrio organization and the political city structure.

They are at the

same time religious celebrations and also social celebrations.

One might

say that they are religious celebrations sanctioning the social organizations of the city.

And the fiestas are self-declared expressions of these

things that are integrated by the process of replication in a less selfconscious manner.
Fiestas also involve professional «nd craft structures.

These

systems were slighted in this study, principally because of the adolescent
character of my sample.

We have not really gone into the specializatior

Qf craft barrio by barrio

p~discussed

This also rerr.ains to be done.

it cogently for the city or the home.

Hints of this have come through in our

examinations of aural and olfactory imagery, but this is simply not
sufficient.

In fact, for a true complete study of the city, an adolescent

sample is not sufficient, just as an exclusively adult sample is
insufficient.
Obviously it would be easy to go through these aspects of any city
and find them represented in some way in the home, the neighborhood and
the city, but what sets the San Cristobal system apart is the orderliness
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of the interrelationships between the various aspects and the three levels.
This orderliness is essentially a tribute to the conception of the barrio.
This critical intermediary level that binds the home to the city is
missing asa well defined entity in, for example, American cities.

Studies

of English and American neighborhood structures by Lee (1963-1964), Shelton
(1967), Tilly (1967) and Ladd . (1969) indicate that neighborhood structures
for adolescents have only slight public consistency.

This could be readily

explained by the facts that these areas ha•Je many religions with overlapping boundaries; that school districts, political

district~

service

districts have further overlapping boundaries; that there is no pseudopolitical, socioreligious unit that celebrates its being at all.
complete opposite is the case in San Cristobal.

The

Here every boundary is

reinforced by being the boundary for numer..)US aspects of life, as well
as the boundaries for just such a pseudopolitical, socioreligious areal entity that does celebrate its existence as such a unit.

It is the barrio

that holds Sen Cristoba l together into the organic living breathing
whole that it. is.

And it is a barrio-like entity that is blatantly lack-

ing in Anglo--American cities.
Unpublished research into the geography of children that I have
carried out for the small mountain town of Barranquitas in Puerto Rico,
tends to confirm

~y

San Cristobal results.

Barranquitas has undergone

terrific cultural shock since the turn of this century, and yet attitudes
similar to tr.ose

found in Spn Cristobal are still held.

Neighborhoods

are cleanly defined, the culture is strangely monoreligious, and so on.
Children working with very large scale air photos had no difficulty in
identifying over fifteen neighborhoods in a town of seven thousand people,
and their identifications were practically without variance.

Thus were I
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to try and isolate certain factors that contribute more than others to
the coherence of San Cristobal, I would select as of singular importance
the fact that the population is overwhelmingly Catholic.

This allows, in all

its parish, Cathedral, church, fiesta, ad infinitum aspects, the religion to
play a truly integrated role in city life.
to Sunday attendance at mass.

Religion is not relegated merely

Religion is tied to the spatial structure

of the city; religion provides the churches which are the critical
landmarks; religion provides the sanctions for the social structure and
the excuse, if nothing else, for the fiestas which are so critical.
so on.

And

The hLstorical role of the Church in Mexico also emphasizes these

relationships.

Catholicism was the religion of the conquerors; it was

used as the r3ison d'etre of their establishments

of cities; it was the

focal point oE their creative energies; it was the bitterly attacked
symbol of Spanish oppression; it was the bitterly attacked oppressor; it
was, and still is, integral to the life of the Mexican.
The second factor that I would point to as having outstanding
significance is the grid pattern of the city broken up by plaz as.

While

in some cases a grid pattern could conceivably lead to a monotonous
environment, due to the topographic

irregulari~ies

of the site, and due

to the minor irregularities introduced into the system historically, the
grid.results in San Cristobal, not in monotony, but in clarity and excitement.

When it is observed that this grid/plaza system is replicated for

the home, the barrio and the city at
icance, and

>~hen

~arge,

it takes on increased signif-

the very critical religious component relates so

completely tCl this system on all three levels, we are in the presence of
a system of great ordering power, and one with its own internal life .
The third factor, which is of lesser importance, is thehistorical
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craft orientation of the barrios.

To a substantial extent the sound and

smell imagery was dependent upon the fact that many San Cristobalenos
work in their homes at a craft localized in a specific barrio.

San

Cristobal in this respect is somewhat out of the mainstream of modern
urban development, and while I would continue to suspect that the barrios
would have unique smell and sound characteristics , they would be in
lesser proportion to the degree in which industry and residence became
separated.

All the other. aspects which contribute to making the city of

San Cristobal a coherent organic unit are dependent to one degree or
another on these first three factors.
Whether or not this thesis has conclusively established the
truth of our basic hypothesis - that the barrio i s a critical
intermediate level of human analysis in San Cristobal and that the enti1e
city is tied together by the process of replication - it has certainly
gone a long

~ay

toward making out a strong case for it.

This may be the

most any academic endeavor can ever do, and while this does not in any
way mitigate the shortcomings herein, it does point out that there are
inevitable shortcomings inherent in any single approach.

A brilliant

poet by definition could get closer to the truth of life in San Cristobal
than I can.

But that's beside the point.

I 've looked and caught a fleet-

ing glimpse, and that ' s enough for now.
Future Directions for Image Analysis
This thesis is simply packed with suggestions for further work in
image analysis.

They can be broken down into three types of suggestions:

as to subject matter, as to method of analysis, and as to techniques of
di splay.

Each type will be briefly detailed below.
Subject matter.

One of the principal goals of this thesis has
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been to define the subject of investigation as comprehensively as possible.
The situation is comparable to the situation in cartography today.

Recent

•

research in c<::rtography has been concerned witl1 Lhe p!>y<.:huphysical
attributes of line symbols, areal symbols and so on (Dent, 1969).

At

the same time a call has been made for seeing the map as a unified product
integrating the psycgophysical data with a comprehensive design approach
(Dornbach, 1967).

This is the situation with urban image analysis.

The

research being carried out in various and multiferous ways on the city
must be brought together to form a wholistic view of the city.

If our

ultimate interest is in the city as an envirorunent, then we must look at
the city as a complex of various things, physical and social, big and
small, and so on.

So my principal suggestion is that future work in

this area must be completely concerned with the city, and not just in its
component parts.

But to make this aspiration a reality, research must

..

be conducted into all the component elemeni:s of the city scene on a
balanced basis, and research must also be conducted investigating the
relationships between all the components.

Further, these results must be

correlated with information concerning satisfaction, health, spiritual
well-being and so on, so that we will be

a~le

to make authoritative

remarks concerning the coherence of the city image and the physical and
spiritual health of the city inhabitants.

Until this is done all our words

are . simply hot air, not matter how beautiful they may sound.
Obviously then, the home must be examined in detail, not only in
the social manifestation of family life, but in the geographic
tions of space usage.

manifest~-

A new science - and a needed and obvious one,

might be called domestagraphy - the study of the home in all its

aspect~;.

Similarly the neighborhood must be examined, and all the other levels

t~at
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mediate between the home and the universe of investigation.

And there

are obviously other levels in other cases that might be of greater importance than the neighborhood.

And all the information that we have about

the city must be related to this forthcoming information, and this
includes the sort of information traditionally gathered by geographers,
demographers, and sociologists as well as the sort of perceptual information used largely in this study.

All this information is inter-related

and let's find out how.
Some of the things pioneered in my work - sound and smell imagery,
for example - need lots of work in other places and other cultures .

One

aspect of life that has received attention primarily in the monographs
produced by ethnologists needs more attention than almost any other.

Time

is a vital component of our lives, and too little work has been done on
the relations between time and space that is lived in by humans.

This

might be said to have top priority.
Methods of analysis.

..
used in

work~_ng

This refers mostly to the methods of analysis

with perceptual information.

In all the literature citE:d

in this thesis that fools around with mental maps the glaring fault is
the method of analysis.

Sloppy is the single word that best characterizes

these methods, and this thesis is far from being above blame.

But

nevertheless, close scrutiny must be made of questionnaire schedules to
determine the sorts of questions that are being asked and to make sure
that these questions will produce the desired sorts of information.

It

is an illegitimate opperati0n to ask what somebody likes best about a
place and then use that information to talk about orienting landmarks.
But that is typical of questions we have been asking and the sort of task
we have been expecting our data to perfonn.
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Then, too, more logical thinking needs to be done about the values
and limitations of the techniques of content and contingency analysis.
These .are lovely techniques for certain tasks but they cannot be used
willy-nilly in any sort of operation.

It would behoove researchers to do

serious investigation of a technique before deciding whether or not it
will do the requisite job.

Content analysis does not tell us anything,

for example, about imageability.

The approach suggested here for getting

at imageability is to use content analysis as employed herein to discover
the functionally important things in the environment, and then to use
other techniques - recognition quizzes, performance of location tasks
ad naseum - to determine the imageable aspect of these things.
to say, two independent studies are necessary:

That is

one to isolate functional

portions of t .he environment, and the other to determine the imageability
of these port.ions.

It is here further suggested that the ana lyst of any

images must be either intimately knowledgeable about the environment being
imaged or muHt have at his command extraordinarily detailed sources of
information, and it is maintained that the former is vastly preferable to
the latter.

The subjects know the environment.

·-he...will overlook significant cues,

If the investigator doe:sn' t,

misinterprE!t others.

A good example of

the sort of potential misinterpretation to which I refer can be found in
.Rand~s

study of taxi drivers' perception of Tatnuck Square.

Jeremy

Anderson (Pe:csonal communication, 10 January, 1971) points out that Rand,
:ln not knowing the Worcester street s~stem, was incapable of correctly
interpreting the remarks and maps of the cab drivers, thereby coming to a
completely erroneous conclusion.

I do not see image analysis as a team

effort unles5 that team is coordinated to an unusual degree or unless it is
directed by someone with intimate knowledge of the investigated environment.

)
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I also feel it is necessary to state that what is needed is not,
not and I repeat not, new methods or ma ssive assaults, but rather increased
care, devotion, preparation and thought.
but they are still the best.

These may all be old virtues ,

This is the single most important new

direction that I see for image analysis.
Techniques of display.

These, and they involve maps more than

graphs, are a necessity without which we may as well let the poets do the
job for us.

We need maps that will show accurately and simply the sorts

of · information we wish to display.

In Chapter II, above, I have outlined

some of the limitations inherent in the Lynchian system.
likewise (Stea and Wood, 1971, Appendix IV).

Stea does

Further than merely devising

maps that will show what we say they show, we need to develop maps that
can adequately display information about ephemeral, generic , sub-elemental
and semi-modal aspects of the environment.

If newness was not seen as

part of the direction i n which analysis techniques must go , newness is
the directiou we need to go in for the development of these display systems.

I•
I

usua).ly the direction in which future work is to go is forward.
This is not 1:he case with image analysis, except as regards the develop. ment of display techniques.
only.

We have too much:

otherwise we need to move forward in time

too much data, too many techniques, too many

symposiums, too many interdisciplinary committees, and far far too much
stupidity .

'Nhat we need is less of all this and more of those above

mentioned oldfashioned virtues.
We need more .dedication.

We need more thought.

We need more preparation.

more caring, more compasion and more understanding.

We need more care.

And above all we need
We need to'realize

that our sole excuse for being as social scientists - whatever our excuse
, as humans - is as a service.

Social scienti sts perform, or ought to
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perform, services very much akin to the telephone man, the cop on the
beat, the mailman, the fireman, and the milkman.

The next time one of

thP.se servicemen gets your mettle up, pause and ask yourself:

"Am I

performing my function as well as he is?"
~hen

think about it and learn to care.

That's our new direction.

•

